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About This Game

"The game’s flow from challenge to discovery is a masterwork for the genre ..." - Ars Technica

Escape Goat 2 is a puzzle platformer game where you use machinery, the environment, and a friendly mouse to progress
through a dungeon.

Overview: None have overcome the Stronghold of Toragos... will you be the first goat to do so? Escape Goat 2 is the follow-up
to the critically-acclaimed 2011 indie game, featuring more than double the content: larger rooms, HD graphics, dynamic

lighting, and a host of devilish new traps.

Pick your path through the massive Stronghold, divided into ten unique zones. Worry not, brave Goat, for you have a friend on
this mission: Your immortal mouse familiar can crawl to otherwise unreachable areas, to hit switches and distract enemies. Use

your wits, reason, reflexes and courage to overcome each room, and save your friends from an eternal slumber...

 Over 100 rooms of puzzles, traps, and sheeply lore

 With destructible and movable walls, the rooms take on many forms as you manipulate hidden machinery to reach the
exit

 Fully hand-drawn, hi-def art and animation, brought to life with a custom lighting engine
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 Epic 90's Redbook Audio soundtrack, featuring guest track by Disasterpeace (composer, FEZ)

Listen to the soundtrack!
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Title: Escape Goat 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
MagicalTimeBean
Publisher:
Double Fine Presents
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP Service Pack 2

Processor: 1.8 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/S 4xx, Intel 4000 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Uses XNA HiDef; DX9

English
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Heads up.... Doesnt work on windows 7!!! windows 10 only. I really like this game. This is good hardcore indie game, with
beautiful effects and interesting gameplay. The only thing that missing in the game - settings button. Summary, this game looks
perspective. I recommend this game!:). portal without the magic. I got this game for $1 and it was well worth the purchase.
YAZDhd has more content than the original YAZD, eg. new enimies, a new playable character, four player local coop and
steam workshop integration which is said to be coming soon. I cant wait to see what this game is going to become in the future.
Also, the devs are always listening to the discussion forums which makes it easy for us to help them improve the game!

Great game and a must play with friends!. Act of War direct action is a good game, I would recomend buying it.

Pros
 - Good variety of Units
 - Combines Modern Warfare with science fiction (Very well)
 - Live action cutscenes
 - Good Campaign
 - Good voice acting
 - You can take wounded enemy troops as POW's

Cons
 - US Army is slightly overpowered (Not too much of a problem)
 - Consortium AMX tanks are unrealistic (In the game they can go toe to toe with an M1A2 Abrams)
 - Game is VERY fast paced
 - Destructable enviornment sucks! (Everything that gets blown up just sinks into the ground afterwards. Following a battle, all
you have are clean empty streets, not rubble and wreckage.

Despite it's flaws, this is a good game that I recomend buying.. not worth spending money on until its finished, coz its awful atm
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Short and sweet time travel puzzle game with charm.. Perfect if you own a tablet PC. Similar to the iPad app!. Developers,

Could there please be an update with an option to skip all but the MRI simulation? I treat people for fears of MRI, but the intro
part you need to get to the demo needs to be able to skip.. this game need update really badly. Well, it is exactly what it says it
is. Extreme ♥♥♥♥ing forklifting!!

This must be one of strangest yet most amazing games I've ever played on Steam.. I honestly loved the previous two titles in the
series, but the third installment totally went a different way.
Previously you had to find well-hidden items as you progressed through the story, but now literally everything respawns and can
be found at a glance.
Hunting the achievements is no longer rewarding, but pure grind. It really takes the fun out of it as I just sat staring at my screen
at the end, waiting for respawns.
The story is decent, but not as strong as in the previous games, heavily influenced by all that meaningless grinding.
If there will be a fourth game, I do hope it will go back to the roots. Otherwise, I'm afraid, I won't buy this series anymore.
Really a shame, considering the first two games had me waiting with high expectations.... Utterly cancerous. I love it.. Yo let me
tell you this is a really good game, no kidding. Do I recommend it? YES. Why I say that? Keep reading.

A Bulletstorm game like no other, why? Is actually fun! Is like if the dev team of Metal Slug had a bulletstorm shotting division.
God I am having a blast playing it. Let me tell you why I enjoy, and know I will keep enjoying this game much more. As a old
school gamer let me point the following.-

+Nicely executed Sountrack
+Nice art (old 8bit with a touch of new technologies that makes everything move so smooth)
+Perfect filter for ''old'' feeling, not too shabby
+Beautiful backgrounds
+Hit point on your character is actually visible (ok I wanna make a pause here to make notice on how awesome this is, the Hit
point of your ship/character is actually visible, that means that you know and can see where you are gonna take actual damage
and what you should protect, many fail in this and is so simply to execute, yet this game executed this one as a champ)
+plenty of characters, and specials to pick from
+You can't get bored at all
++ Dedicated to a guinea pig hero RIP space cowboy
++ Iconic details denotes devs dedication

-Too short?
-Story makes no sense? Can't really tell.
Tbh I wasn't paying attention because the game was a blast without any story at all. Story seems to have a funny turn tho.

Lets talk about why I missed the story at all. Do you remember the first DOOM, or the first Metal Slug? You didn't care about
the story. There wasnt a tutorial telling you what is going on or any backstory either. The game started and you knew pretty
much what it needs to be done, which is kick some butts. This happens in this game. If you like that kind of thing then this is
your game.
The game has plenty replayability. Short but infinite to enjoy alone or with a 2P, simply aiming to a higher score every single
time (as you could say of metal slug).

Getting a copy for a friend soon, I expected nothing at the beggining at the game shut my mouth in a sec. I hope theres a way to
play online, yet this option seems to not be posible at the moment.. You can be either sex (pronoun) but not either gender. This
matters for a Romance game in quite a big way.

"You want to ride in the tournament!?! But you are a lad- I mean gentleMAN of the court!"

I can't recommend this game for men.
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